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WWW.SEALANTDEPOT.COM @SealantDepotInc

     Decorative Concrete Price List 

     2020 EDITION

Solomon Color-Flo

Liquid Integral Color (SEE COLOR CHART)
Liquid colors are blended on site and bucketed for use according to your

requirements.  In comparison to powder and granular pigments, liquid has

a superior dispersion rate to ensure a quick and uniform mix within the

concrete, far less streaking, and less waiting.  Custom colors can be 

achieved and we can match other manufacturer's color charts (pricing will vary).

64 Standard Colors - 1% Loading Column - $23.95 / 1 yard of concrete (3500 psi)

2% Loading Column - $45.31 / 1 yard of concrete (3500 psi)

3% Loading Column - $67.31 / 1 yard of concrete (3500 psi)

4% Loading Column - $87.92 / 1 yard of concrete (3500 psi)

Please Note: We sell many colors of POWDER
to match liquid colors as well! Please Call or Ask for PRICES!

Brickform Color Hardener (40 Colors)    
Brickform Color Hardener is available in 60 lb. pails.  Competitors'

colors may be matched with minimum quantity and lead time.

Estimated coverage - 80-120 square feet per 60 lb. unit

Standard Colors- $41.95 per 60 lb. pail

Except Smokey Blue- $141.95 per 60 lb. pail

Brickform Antique Release (40 Colors)   
Colors are available in 30 lb. pails only.

Estimated coverage - 800-1,000 square feet per 30 lb. unit

Standard Colors- $72.95- 30 lb. pail

Except Smokey Blue- $220.95 per 30 lb. pail
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SDI Liquid Release Agent-(BUBBLEGUM/CLEAR) $25.95 per 1 gallon pail
A cleaner alternative to powder release.  It gives off a light, sweet odor $85.95 per 5 gallon pail
and will fully evaporate within several hours.  

Estimated coverage - 200-300 square feet per gallon. 

Proline EZ-Tique Color Wash  (SEE COLOR CHART ) 39.50 per 3 lb. pail
EZ-TIQUE allows you antique stamped concrete anytime before or after sealer is applied.  Apply EZ-Tique with a sprayer or broom 

over damp concrete to allow it to settle properly. EZ-TIQUE must be sealed to lock in the color.
Estimated coverage:  2000-3000 ft² per 3 lb. pail   Also Available In- BRICKFORM VERSION ANTIQUE-IT 

           SDI Concrete Stain System
The SDI concrete stain system incorporates the products needed to make any stained concrete job flow smoothly from

beginning to end.  Initial cleaning and degreasing products are included as well as stains for INTERIOR and EXTERIOR

use.  All products are available for individual purchase in 1 gallon containers.

SDI Super Blue Concrete Renovator- 5 GALLON-$118.95/ 1 GALLON-$28.35

Super Blue is a mild acidic detergent that etches and cleans any concrete surface.  Its use is recommended prior to 

apllying stain to enhance the color and penetration of the stain as wel as increase adhesion of the sealer.  It is not 

necessary to neutralize before sealing.  Dilute Super Blue with 3 parts water to 1 part Super Blue, spray or mop over

the concrete surface applying liberally.  Allow to penetrate for about 5 minutes, scrub lightly with brush or broom then

rinse thoroughly and allow to dry completely.  If spraying, use acid resistant sprayer.  

Concrete Stains And Dyes 

Concentrated Acid Stains       $55.05 per gallon 
SDI Concentrated Acid stains are a reactive stain available in 10 colors for both interior and exterior use.  This concentrate

can be diluted 1:1 with water for improved coverage with little color change.  Apply with a plastic sprayer or mop at a rate of 

150-200  ft² per diluted gallon.  Allow stain to react for 4-6 hours before neutralizing.  Rinse well, making sure to remove 

residue.  Allow the surface to fully dry prior to sealing (a minimum of 24 hours).  

       **BOLD LETTER COLORS ARE FOR EXTERIOR ONLY!**

Dye Concentrate-   INTERIOR DYE- $56.00 per gallon     OR

EXTERIOR DYE-$69.40 $26.67 per quart
Light Gray MediumGray   Dark Gray      Lime                 1ST ROW LEFT TO RIGHT

Sun Buff     Buff    Taupe      Teal                 2ND ROW LEFT TO RIGHT

RawSienna     Black    Chestnut Choc Brown                 3RD ROW LEFT TO RIGHT

Glacier ForestGreen Burnt Sienna   Egg Plant                 4TH ROW LEFT TO RIGHT

Dixie Red    Sand Turquoise Saddle Brown                 5TH ROW LEFT TO RIGHT

Terra Cotta    Gold Midnight Black  Slate Blue                 6TH ROW LEFT TO RIGHT

Green  Mahogany    Caramel    Walnut                 7TH ROW LEFT TO RIGHT

SDI Dye Concentrate is a translucent dye designed to penetrate and color any cementitious surfaces, including

polished concrete.  SDI Dye is designed to create a mottled look similar to an acid stain in 1/3 of the time.  20 standard

colors can be combined to create an unlimited color palate.  SDI Dye Concentrate is sold in concentrated form to be mixed 

with acetone prior to use.  One finished gallon of SDI Dye will cover 400-600 ft².  

Chapin  Acetone Sprayers
Chapin has designed sprayers specifically designed to be used with acetone-based products.  

             Acetone 2 Gallon

$72.50 per 5 gallon pail 48 oz.- W/ WAND-

$19.95 per gallon $23.72 $74.22
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Concrete Sealers, Cure & Seals, and Finishes
     **Price breaks at 12, 18, and 36 pails     (Call for more information)**

SOLVENT BASED SEALERS
SDI Stamp Seal Klear Gloss 2.0 - Pure acrylic concrete sealer $145.95 per 5 Gallon 

$37.50 per 1 Gallon
Klear Gloss 2.0 is a VOC compliant, medium to high gloss clear sealing compound

that will not yellow.  It is packaged ready to use in five gallon pails.  Klear Gloss is best applied to

clean, new or old concrete with a short nap roller or airless sprayer at the rate of 200-300 ft²

per gallon.  A second coat may need to be applied if desired.  Sealing should not be done

until all surface water has evaporated (preferably a minimum of 24 full hours after rinse, rain,

or new placement).  Klear Gloss 2.0 is our number "1" recommendation for exterior Decorative Concrete.

SDI Stamp Seal Satin - Pure Acrylic Concrete Sealer $154.95 per 5 Gallon

$39.50 per 1 Gallon
SDI Stamp Seal Satin is a low molecular-weight/ low-moderate gloss curing and sealing comound packaged ready 

to use in a 5 gallon pail.  "Satin" is best applied to clean, new or old concrete with a short-medium nap roller 

at a rate of 250-350 square feet per gallon.  A second coat may be applied if desired.  Sealing should not be done

until all surface water has evaporated (preferably a minimum of 24 full hours after rinse, rain, or new placement).

SDI Solvent Based Tint Concentrate $50.00 per quart
Add color to any solvent-based sealer.  One quart will tint 5 gallons, add less for subtle color toning.  Available in 12 

standard colors.

WATER BASED SEALERS (Environmentally Safe)

SDI Stamp Seal AquaSeal - Water-Based Acrylic Cure&Seal (ASTM-C309) 1 Gallon- $24.95

5 Gallon- $109.95 
SDI Stamp Seal AquaSeal is a medium to low gloss, non-yellowing cure and seal.  It is packaged ready to use in a five gallon pail.  

Should be applied with a short-nap roller or sprayer at a rate of 250-400 ft² per gallon. Don't apply until all surface water has dissipated.

SDI Epo Shield 

SDI Epo Shield is a premium water-based epoxy-modified acrylic cure and seal designed Satin ( 20% Solids )

for INTERIOR applications.  Epo-shield outperforms traditional acrylics in regards to flexibility, $126.45 per 5 gallon

adhesion, chemical resistance and durability.  Available in two finishes: gloss and satin.  $35.00 per 1 gallon 
Epo-Shield Gloss gives a wet-look comparable to solvent based sealers, while Epo-Shield

Satin will penetrate the substrate to give a low-gloss finish.  Apply with a roller/sprayer Gloss ( 38% Solids )

at 250-400 ft per gallon applied in multiple thin coats. $179.95 per 5 gallon

$48.00 per 1 gallon 

SDI Repel 75 - Penetrating Water Repellant- 1 GALLON-$31.95/5 GALLON-$120.55

Repel 75 is a 7.5% active, water-based siloxane/silane water repellant and impregnating agent for vertical or horizontal 

porous masonry surfaces such as concrete, block, brick, and unglazed tile. Repel 75 will penetrate and chemically bond 

deep within the substrate to provide long lasting protection against deterioration or staining due to water conditions. 

Repel 75 will not impair the natural breathing characteristics of treated substrates, nor will it produce a film.  Apply

with a roller, brush or sprayer at a rate of 100-300 ft² per gallon.  

  SDI Repel 120 - Penetrating Water Repellant $144.00 per 5 gallon 

$35.00 per 1 gallon

Repel 120 is a premium water repellant with 12% active silane/siloxane 

for better preformance characteristics than Repel 75
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Chemical Products, Additives, and Accessories

SDI Xposure - Surface Retarder For Exposed Aggregate $74.95 per 5 gallon
Xposure is a concrete surface retarder for use on horizontal surfaces to produce a decorative exposed aggregate finish.

Place and finish concrete prior to application of Xposure.  For a decorative exposed aggregate finish, the surface may

be seeded with desired aggregate, then lightly floated.   Apply Xposure after surface water has dissipated by low-pressure 

sprayer at a rate of 200 square feet per gallon.  Do not dilute, Xposure is packaged ready to use.Depending on temperature,

Xposure can be removed along with the retarded surface mortar crust with a low pressure water spray and stiff brush in

8 - 24 hours past initial application.

SDI "BONDACRYL"  -  Acrylic Latex Bonding Agent And Admixture $29.95 per 1 gallon

$94.95 per 5 gallon

Acrylobond can be used as a bonding agent / primer for overlays or as a performance-enhancing admixture for most site-

mixed cementitious mortars, stuccos, cements, and repair products.  Bondacryl increases bond strength, abrasion and

impact resistance, tensile and flexural strengths, chemical resistance and aids in the control of shrinkage cracks.

3/4" Cut Polypropylene Concrete Reinforcement Fiber $6.97 per 1 lb bag

$278.80/CASE(40-1LB)
Add 1 - 2 bags per yard of concrete directly into mixer.  Bags will tear and dissolve allowing the fiber to disperse thoughout

the concrete mix.  The addition of fiber as secondary reinforcement will dramatically increase the early green-strength of

the concrete and aid in controlling shrinkage cracks.

Xylene -  (Raw)Solvent Fixing Issues w/ Solvent Based Sealers          1 Gal-$22.95 and 5 Gal-$79.95

Aromatic 100 - Solvent Used for THINNING Solvent-Based Sealers $84.95 per 5 gallon

SDI Surface AID Solvent Blend-1 QT-$16.91/1 GALLON-$24.95   OR $99.95 per 5 gallon
SDI Surface AID is a proprietary blend of solvents designed to aggressively re-liquify "already-applied" sealers and hold the

surface coating to a liquid state for an optimal length of time to clarify, re-new, and re-bond the coating.  SDI Surface AID 

is an excellent product for clearing bubbles, blushing, minor whitening, and re-bonding some delaminated sealers.  It may 

also be used to dilute some solvent-based sealers for re-seal applications or thin down overly applied applications.

Skid-Tex - Non-Skid Additive For Sealers, Paints, and Coatings $4.98 per 1 lb Jar 
Skid-Tex is a BROADCAST  additive to prevent slips/falls. One pound per 5 gallon pail is recommended.

Kung Fu Grip - Extra Fine Non-Skid Additive For Sealer $12.95 per 1lb Jar
Kung-Fu Grip is recommended for decorative applications because of its size; it becomes virtually invisible while

still adding slip resistance.       **MIX-IN SEALER METHOD**

Hot Strip - Sealer/Coating Remover-1 GALLON-$38.18    OR $172.13 per 5 gallon
Hot Strip is a blend of solvents and chemicals designed to soften and lift coatings from concrete surfaces.  Hot Strip 

should be poured onto the surface and worked in with with scrub brush.  Allow a dwell time of 15 minutes and re-wet surface

again with Hot Strip and scrub lightly.  Remove coating and excess Hot Strip by combination of squeegee and Pressure-

washer.  Chemicals in Hot Strip are dangerous and flammable.  Take care to wear protective clothing and goggles and avoid

contact with skin, eyes, and direct inhalation.  Pre-soak all surrounding plants, grass, etc. with fresh water.

Soy Gel- Eco-Friendly Coating Remover- 4 0Z BOTTLE-$3.25(SAMPLE) $284.95 per 5 gallon
Soy Gel is a user & environmentally friendly stripper for acrylic sealers & thin-build epoxy $162.45 per 2.5 gal bottle

coatings.  Apply at a rate of 125 ft² per gallon and allow gel to work.  Do not remove until $69.95 per gallon

coating is softened down to the surface.  Outdoor projects can be covered to allow extended working

time.  Remove softened coating with a squeegee or scraper.  Reapply if necessary.  Clean with a degreaser prior

to applying a new coating.
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Fritz Pak Concrete Admixtures

Mini-Delayed Set - 1 CASE (60 BAGS)-$345.00/ $5.75 PER BAG

Mini- Delayed Set will slow/retard the curing rate of concrete.  Use at the rate of one bag per cubic yard of concrete, effectively 

putting it to sleep' for approximately one hour.

Standard Delayed Set $14.50 PER BAG/ CASE (18 BAGS)-$261.00

Simply for bigger jobs than the mini set, Standard Delayed Set will also slow the curing rate of concrete for approximately one 

hour.  Each bag of the the standard delayed set will work for 4 - 5 yards of concrete.

Control Finish Finishing Aid $12.95 PER BAG/CASE (30 BAGS)-$388.50

Control Finish improves concrete surface finishing characteristics without re-tempering with water, thus avoiding many common surface  

problems such as plastic shrinkage cracks, dusting, cracking and crazing. Sprayed on lightly and troweled in, Control Finish produces a high

quality surface that is easy to finish and extremely durable. Makes stamping and addition of color hardeners much easier.

Supercizer II Super Plasticizer $8.78 per bag

Supercizer II is a super plasticizer designed for warm weather. It will increase the slump of concrete up to 7" , and can achieve  

up to 20% water reduction, to limit shrinkage and increase place-ability.  Normal dosage is one bag per cubic yard of concrete.

Supercizer 3 Super Plasticizer $10.16 per bag

Supercizer 3 is a super plasticizer designed for colder weather.  It increases the slump of concrete up to 6" and can achieve

up to 25% water reduction.  Improves concrete workability while increasing its strength.  One bag recommended per yard.

COUNTER-FLO (8LB)-$82.07

Specifically designed for use in the production of concrete countertops and concrete statuary

      Chapin Sprayers
Chapin 19049 Xtreme Sprayer (3.5 gallon) $166.95
Viton seals designed to withstand sealers with high concentration of acetone.

Chapin 1949 Industrial Sprayer $117.65
3.5 gallon with Viton seals for use with milder solvent-based products

Chapin Industrial Acid-staining sprayer $60.46- 1 gallon

Sprayer designed for use with Acid Stains $70.75- 2 gallon

Chapin SureSpray $15.50 1 gallon

Multi-purpose poly sprayer with wand $19.95 2 gallon

Chapin Multi Purpose Sprayer $12.25
48 oz pump sprayer with thumb trigger

Chapin Power Mister

32 oz hand-held trigger sprayer $3.90

      Chapin Replacement Parts
Spray Nozzle for 1949 & 19049 ( .1 gallon per minute ) $7.30

Spray Nozzle for 1949 & 19049 ( .2 gallon per minute ) $8.02

Fan nozzle for 1949 &19049 ( .5 gallon per minute ) $7.25

Replacement Hose for 19049 $34.15

Repair Kit for 19049 ( Seals and Gaskets ) $34.60

Xtreme Conversion Kit $53.40

Replacement Hose for 1949 $25.78

Brass Spray Handle for 1949 & 19049 $30.23

Brass Wand for 1949 & 19049 $12.50
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3/16" Notched High Viscosity Mixer Midwest Rake Co. The industries highest quality

1/8" Notched $16.59 ea. tools for overlay applications.

1/4" Notched 30" Squeegee Frame $38.50

Squeegee Blades CAM Sets (2 each) 30" Squeegee Blades

9 sizes 1/16" - 1" ⅛" Notch                    $22.56

$19.61 per set 3/16" Notch                  $19.00

SLANTED EDGE-$17.15

16"-$11.98 Hand Squeegee Spiked Shoes
24"-$16.85 1½" Straight Blade 3/4" spikes

36"-$22.03 $16.74 ea. $21.16 pair

CAM Gauge Rake

w/ threaded handle 18" Spiked Roller (13/16")

adaptor (handle and $86.00/Each
cams not included)

24" Flex Blade Smoother 12"      $46.05 Comes in

$37.79 each 22" Magic Trowel 24"      $53.07 9" as well!

$27.88 36"      $83.12 $57.00
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   Concrete Overlay, Repair and Coating Systems

     

 Brickform Stampable OVERLAY is formulated for resurfacing and texturing existing, interior or exterior flatwork. 

 Properly profiled substrate should be primed with Brickform Triple 7 prior to application. Each bag is mixed with ONE

Brickform Liquid Colorant and 5-6 Quarts of water. Spread material to required depth with a gauge rake.

Coverage: One Bag

will cover 23 Sq Ft.

at 3/8" Depth 5 gal Pail Triple 7 Bond Coat $114.95

1 gal Bottle Triple 7 Bond Coat $28.95

60 lb Bag Stampable Overlay $42.75

10 oz Bottle Liquid Colorant $8.50 each (most colors)
Average cost at 5/8"- $2.25 / ft² (Includes Antique & Sealer)

       Brickform SM Professional Grade

B.F SM ProGrade is a two-component polymer modified cementitious overlay that can be sprayed or trowelled to resurface interior

or exterior surfaces. Profiled surface should be primed with Triple 7 Bond Coat prior to application.Mixed with 6.5-7.5 quarts

of SM Polymer and can also be colored with Brickform Liquid Colorant. Apply with a hopper gun or trowel. Each bag covers 

150-250 ft depending on application. Trowel applications can be topped with Brickform Microtopping for smoother finish.

SM Professional Grade 60 lb bag $29.10

SM Polymer 5 gal pail $99.95

10 OZ bottle Liquid colorant $8.50 (Most Colors)

40 lb bag Microtopping SG (Gray or White) $27.95

Triple 777- 1 Gallon-$28.95/Ea 5 Gallon-$114.95/Ea

Average cost (2 coats SM only): $0.60 / ft²
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         Miracote Protective Coating (MPC) Multi-Purpose Protective Coating 
Miracote's FLAGSHIP cementitious overlay.  MPC can be mixed to a trowel grade, both vertical and horizontal, brush, squeegee, roller grade, as 

well as spray grade for low-pressure hopper gun applications and knockdown finishes.  MPC is a multi-component, flexible, versatile topping 

that can be colored prior to application as well as stained after it is installed.  MPC Powder comes in two base colors which can be pigmented,
 and two finish grades.  One bag of MPC mixes with 2.5 gallons of Miracote Liquid Catalyst to cover an average of 250 square feet per coat.

MPC Powder Natural Gray Regular- $32.66 each

55 lb. bag Smooth- $23.23
MPC Powder White-Regular-  $33.85 each

Smooth- $25.93
Miracote Liquid Catalyst  5 gal pail $113.30 each

One pail of Liquid Catalyst can be pigmented with aSINGLE pack

Average cost for 2 coats (UNCOLORED): $0.66 / ft²

Miracote Repair Mortar - Type I  (RM I) 
RM I is a polymer-modified, two-component smoothing and resurfacing compound for concrete floors and decks.  RM I can be applied by trowel 

from a featheredge up to 3" over properly prepared surfaces.   RM I is designed to maximize adhesion and minimize shrinkage while developing

high compressive strength.  Common uses include resurfacing and re-leveling of interior and exterior concrete surfaces.  Three 50 lb. bags

of RM I Powder mixes with two gallons of the RM I Liquid Polymer should cover 57 ft² @ ¼" with a cured color slightly darker than concrete.

50 lb. bag RM I Gray Powder-White $17.96 each
Gray- $17.26

5 gal pail RM I Liquid   $109.86 each
Average cost @ ¼": $1.69 / ft²

CMP LF-210

LF-210 is a cementitious, non-shrinking, self-leveling floor underlayment designed for interior use.  This single-component material mixes with 

water and is applied over a primed surface to provide a smooth, new floor surface from featheredge to 4” in multiple lifts or when used in 

conjunction with stone aggregate.  LF-210 may be poured or pumped onto the primed concrete surface, spread to desired thickness with a 

gauge rake and allowed to level off.  LF-210 should be walkable within 2 hours and should accept floor covering within 12 hours from time of   
installation.  CMP AS-100 is mixed 1:1 with water and then brushed onto the surface, then allowed to dry to the touch.  One 

diluted gallon will cover 400-500 ft².        One 50 lb. bag of LF-210 mixed with 5.5 quarts of water should cover 50 ft² @ ⅛" thickness.

CMP LF-210- 50 LB Bag- $29.50 each

AS-100 (Concentrate)- 1 Gal- $70.20 each

Average cost @ 1/8": $0.65 / ft²
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24 Different Water-Based Stains! 
(SAMPLES AVAILABLE)-$4.00/Ea

Gallons-$51.00. Covers 200 Sq Ft

HYDRA-TINT by APC is designed as a environmentally safe, user friendly alternative to traditional
acid based stains. The HYDRA-TINT™ system is a penetrating, waterborne pigmented stain formulated

specifically to stain concrete or cementious toppings. The HYDRA-TINT™ system is for use on cured

concrete that is uncolored,color hardened or integrally colored. It's also compatible with horizontal/

vertical overlay systems. The system includes a complete line of cleaners, sealers and a wax polish

 product that are required for long-term durability and long-lasting colors. Color shown is a sealed
representation of the base color of the concrete stain. Variations will occur from slab to slab and a
application test is recommended before final application.
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SDI Epoxy & Polyurethane  Please Call For Additional Info!!

ALL EPOXY & POLYURETHANE COATINGS, REQUIRE PROPER

SURFACE PREPARATION PRIOR TO APPLICATION

       SDI 1040 Bond Coat 
SDI 1040BK- is a two-component water-based epoxy that performs as an excellent primer for other epoxy or polyurethane coatings.  

SDI 1040BK can also be used as a stand-alone product with multiple coats.  It should be applied with a short nap roller at a 

rate of 200-300 ft² per gallon.

1040 Bond Coat-$126.95 Per Kit (A & B)

COLORS THAT THE 1040 COMES IN (MOST WILL HAVE TO BE SPECIAL ORDERED)

ARABIAN SAND BRICK RED MEDIUM GRAY

BLACK CHARCOAL WHITE

CLEAR LIGHT GRAY

        SDI 250 HP

SDI 250HP is a two-component 100% solids high-build epoxy coatings suitable as a Clear Topcoat, a broadcast coat for Chip or Quartz

floors.  Add an SDI Epo-Pack to achieve a solid colored coating.   A thin-build epoxy primer may be required depending on your application. 

Apply with a squeegee and back-roll at a rate of 80-200 ft² per gallon depending on your desired thickness and application.

SDI 250 HP 3-gallon kit $199.95/Kit              SDI 250 HP 3-GALLON KIT COLORED-$225.00

SDI 250 HP 15-gallon kit $900.00/Kit              SDI 250 HP 15-GALLON KIT COLORED-$1,015.00

       SDI Epo-Pack
SDI Epo-Pack is a pigment designed to transform SDI 250 HP from a clear to a colored coating.  Available in 12 standard colors, 

one SDI Epo-Pack will pigment one 3 gallon kit.

SDI Epo-Pack 1 unit (Solvent Based) $15.33 Each

(TINT YOUR SEALER!) (Water Based) $38.00 Each

      SDI MCU "55"

MCU-55 is a one component moisture cured aliphatic urethane coating. It's a very high gloss UV stable topcoat for epoxy coatings 

where additonal chemical and abrasion resistance is required.  Apply with a short nap roller at a rate of 400-500 ft².

NOW CALLED-
SDI MCU 55 1 GALLON $105.00 MCU "55"

     Vinyl Chips From Chips Unlimited

Vinyl chips (or flakes) are broadcasted into epoxy coatings to creative decorative or textured finishes. Chips 

are available in multiple sizes ( 1",1/2",1/4",1/8",1/16" & 1/32") and are custom blended with your choice 
CHIPS UNLIMITED of one color up to five colors.Full broadcast coverage varies by size from 2-10 ft² per pound. Custom blend tool

available at www.chipsunlimited.com .  Price includes shipping to our warehouse in Cinnaminson.
$3.70 PER pound (Comes in 55 lb box)
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  Stamped Overlay

Renew-Crete stamped overlay is a single component product that requires only water, polymer is pre-blended in each bag for 

easy application.  After appropriate surface prep has been completed and the substrate has been misted with water. 

Renew-Crete Bond Coat Mix should be applied with a squeegee at a rate of 150-200 ft² per bag.  Renew-Crete Stamp Mix Complete 
should be spread with a gauge rake to desired thickness.  Stamp Mix should cover 23ft² at ⅜".  

Stamp Mix Complete 60 lb bag $28.50 per bag

Color Pack $4.95 each
Color Pack ( except Philly Blue ) $11.55 each

Bond Coat Mix 45 lb bag $45.65 per bag

Average cost @ 5/8": $1.75 / ft²

        Spray Coat-LIGHT-BASED/STAIN-BASED

Renew-Crete Spray Coat is a single component product used where a textured, knock-down finish is required.  Appropriate

surface prep should be completed and the substrate should be dampened prior to application.  Apply the base coat with a 

squeegee or trowel at 1/16".  After the base coat is allowed to dry, apply tape or stencils as needed prior to the spray application.

Apply the spray coat with a hopper gun and lightly trowel down the material.  One bag of Spray Coat should cover 90-135 ft².

45 lb bag Spray Coat Mix $29.25 per bag

Kraft PC401 Texture Sprayer & Hopper ( left) $123.95 each

Average cost (Two Coats): $0.30 / ft²

 Roll Coat
Roll Coat is a blend of Portland cement and polymer used to color any unsealed concrete surface.  Roll Coat can be used

to re-color old stamped concrete projects or to blend multi-pour projects that have color issues.  One 5 gallon pail is mixed 

with 2 color packs and should cover 400-600 ft².  Roll Coat requires a two coats and should be applied with a heavy nap roller (3/4")

Roll Coat 5 gal pail- $139.95 Per Pail

Average cost: $0.15 / ft²

  Patch-It
Patch-It is a polymer modified patching compound that can be used to repair substrates prior to the application of an 

overlayment, or on its own as a topping.  Patch-It can be used from featheredge to 1" thickness in a single application,

thicker applications require multiple lifts.  One 50 lb bag should cover 25ft² at ¼".

Patch-It Light Base    (Can use color pack) $35.26 per bag

Patch-It Stain Based    (For use with acid stains) $29.70 per bag

  Re-Coat
Re-Coat is a polymer modified resurfacer designed to accept a broom finish.  Re-Coat should be applied to a damp substrate

with a squeegee at a rate of 150-250 ft² per bag.  After the material has dried slightly follow with a broom.  Re-Coat is a

white product that can be used with a color pack.

45 lb bag Re-Coat Light Base $35.26 per bag
"Stain Based" $29.70 per bag

Average cost (w/ color) : $0.25 / ft²
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Concrete Stamping Tools       (Sizes are NOT relative)

A vast selection of MATCRETE & PROLINE patterns, tools, and accessories are available for purchase.  SDI stocks several 

patterns for both sale and rental use.  All patterns not in stock are subject to a shipping and handling charge additional to the 

cost of the tool(s).  TOOLS LISTED BELOW ARE REGULARLY STOCKED ITEMS

          

Old Brick Basketweave   (17" x 34")

Random Stone    (30" x 30")          Grand Ashler Slate   (36" x 36") Purchase: $165 Standard Mat

Purchase: $176 Standard Mat              Purchase: $275 Standard Mat $110 Superflex Mat

$121 Superflex Mat $165 Superflex Mat Rent: $25 each per day

Rent: $25 each per day $30 each per day $175 per set per day

$175 per set per day              Rent: $175 per set per day

European Fan   (28" x 52")              Cut Stone Cobble   (23" x 43")

Purchase: $196 Standard Mat           Purchase: $198 Standard Mat              Appian Cobblestone   (24" x 51")

$144 Thin-flex Mat $146 Thin-flex Mat Purchase:  $198 Standard Mat

Rent: $25 each per day           Rent: $25 each per day $146 Thin-flex Mat

$175 per set per day $175 per set per day Rent:             $25 each per day

$175 per set per day

Ashler Slate   (24" x 24")        La Habra Slate   (24" x 24") New Brick Herringbone   (25" x 44")

Purchase: $165 Standard Mat        Purchase:         $165 Standard Mat Purchase: $198 Standard Mat

$110 Superflex Mat         $110 Superflex Mat $132 Superflex Mat

Rent: $25 each per day        Rent:         $25 each per day Rent: $25 each per day

$175 per set per day         $175 per set per day $175 per set per day
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           York Stone
Create your own Ashlar pattern 

with the York Stone set!

Available Sizes:

30" x 30" 12" x 18"

24" x 24" 12" x 12"

18" x 30" 6" x 24"

18" x 18"

Purchase: Please Call for pricing Old Granite 12" Tile   (24" x 36")

Rent: $175 per set per day Purchase: $190 Standard Mat

$140 Thin-flex Mat

Rent: $25 each per day

$175 per set per day

Arizona Flagstone  (36"  x 52")

Purchase: $310 Standard Mat

Rent: $232 Thin-flex Mat

$30 each per day

UK Cobblestone  (41" x 21") $175 per set per day

Purchase: $196 Standard Mat

$132 Superflex Mat

Rent: $30 each per day

$175 per set per day

Opa Locka Stone (20" x 30")

Purchase: $167 Standard Mat  Random Boardwalk  (72" x 30")

$63 Superflex Mat Purchase: $480 Standard Mat

Rent: $30 each per day $360 Thin-flex Mat

$175 per set per day Rent: $30 each per day

$175 per set per day

Seamless Texturing Skins

              $400/Each                    $312/Each         $156/Each $54/Each 

Available Patterns:        TOUCH UP SKINS $54.00/EA 2' x 4' also available

$156

Old Granite Coarse Sandstone Quartzite Texture              **ROMAN SLATE/OLD GRANITE/BLUE STONE**

Roman Slate Coquina Stone Blue Stone

Italian Slate Coquina Stone/Seashells Cracked Mud

Belgium Slate Limestone Travertine

Light Sandstone Flamed Granite Forest Floor

Not all sizes and patterns are 
stocked.  Please call for 

availability.  Shipping charges may 

be applied.
13



Old Granite Cleft Stone          Santa Fe Random Stone   (41" x 41") Roman Slate
 Available: 5'x5', 4'x4', 3'x3' & 2'x4'     Purchase:      $258 Standard Mat       Available:       5'x5', 4'x4',3'x3' & 2'x4'

 Rent: Varies per size         $194 Thin-flex Mat Rent:       Varies per size

$175 per set per day          Rent:        $30 each per day:      $175 per set per day       $175 per set per day

  (Available in Large & Medium Stone)

  Used Brick Runningbond   (17" x 36")

Purchase: $164 Standard Mat Random Sandstone   (34" x 36")

$124 Superflex Mat Purchase: $188 Standard Mat    Purchase:  $156 Standard Mat

Rent: $25 each per day $140 Thin-flex Mat $117 Thin-flex Mat

$175 per set per day        Rent: $25 each per day             Rent: $25 each per day

New England Ashler Slate (24" x 24") $175 per set per day $175 per set per day

Used Brick Soldier Course   (8" x 36")

Purchase: $104 Standard Mat            Cobblestone 5'                       Cobblestone Circle 9'

$76 Thin-flex Mat             Purchase: $188 Standard    Purchase:             $188 Standard Mat

Rent: $65 per set per day             Rent: $107 per set per day         Rent:                    $107 per set per day

 

Bellagio Band Tool   (8" x 51")                            12" x 12" Belgium Slate Band   (12" x 48")

Purchase: $104 Standard Mat    Purchase:                 $156 Standard Mat

$76 Thin-flex Mat                 $117 Thin-flex Mat

Rent: $45 per set per day           Rent:                 $65 per set per day
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                Autumn Ivy           Dolphins

                Fleur-de-Lis      English Rose

                Grapevine     Hawaiian Flower

Proline Border Art
                    All Patterns $120 for PURCHASE only

(Not pictured: Spanish Flair, Acanthus Leaf, English Ivy, Tropical Fish & Wild Mustang )

GS-1 Brick Grout Set (3 pcs.) P-100 Slate Pancake $15

specify Old or New Brick $6.00 P-200 Stone Pancake $15        Billy Banger - Hand tamper  $90

                             TAMPER

              Grout Touch-up Wheels- $33            Shock absorbing, self-

      Granite Texture Touch-up Rollers              aligning, tamper for

      4½" - $26.00          9"    - $40.00               stamped concrete

                                  12" x 12" - $132

                                  16" x 16" - $156

$18.00 each

5' Joint Texturing Strip
This tool is great for tooled joints in

sidewalks, steps, patios, driveways,

and separating borders from the field.    Joint Texturing Chisel

Foam Expansion Joint (White or Gray)
   3-1/2" x 1/2" x 50'- $16.50 / roll

  3-1/2" x 1/4" x 100'- $16.50 / roll  

     4" x 1/2" x 50'- $18.50 / roll

4" 8" 12"

$26.00 $34.00 $48.00

       Please ask us for the complete MATCRETE & PROLINE Catalog for other products and patterns.15



Cantilever Forms and Pool Accessories

     Poly Keystone Hemi Form   Stone Edge French Curve       Pool Type

      112' 112' 80'     112' 112'

$301.00 $301.00 $287.00 $465.50 $301.01 Standard

$325.00 $325.00  ***********    *********** $325.50 Fiberglass

$508.90 $508.90  ***********  ************* $508.90 Vinyl Liner
Key Lock

Step Form

$104.00 $104.00 $80.85 $104.00
ft / box 40' 40' 28' 40'

Accessories: Key Pack       (110 keys) $68.50 Expansion Base
Spear Pack   (110 each) $59.95 Snap the control joint into Box Each
Tie Bag          (110 each) $58.50 base to form a full expansion 432' 12'

           Control Joint joint in 4" concrete $305.00 $9.50

Control Joint Accessories

Box Each Flair Cap, Nose Cap and French Cap

396' 12'

White: $309.00 $10.75

Tan or Gray: $329.00 $11.50 Box(50): $65.45

or Marble-      

*ALL COLORS*

Replacement Top

Easily replace cracked or worn control joint Coping Mask

White: 200' 8' Coping Mask prevents the bonding of cement and 

           Tan or Gray: $107.25 $6.15 cement-based toppings to non-porous surfaces without

$107.25 $6.15 damageing the surrounding concrete.

5 Gallon pail: $74.73

                                   Drain Rite
Box Each

White: 100' 10'

Tan or Gray: $347.00 $40.00

or Marble- $358.00 $41.50

              Drain Rite Accessories

(Available in White, Marble, Gray and Tan )

Each Each

45º Angle $10.55 Down Spout (White only) $8.20

90º Angle $10.55 End Cap $2.85

Clean Out Cover $2.10 End Spout $8.25

Coupler (White only) $2.40 Straight Spout $8.25

Cross $15.55 Tee $16.00

*Special 
order 

available 
for unlisted 

items
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Concrete Finishing Tools and Accessories
SDI is a proud distributor of Kraft Tools.  Full catalogs available upon request. Any non-stocked product can be special-ordered.

Round End Bullfloats (w/ threaded bracket)

  48" x 8" $115.75       Conversion Adaptor
  60" x 8" $139.75 Snap to Male or Female Thread

CC285 $13.50 each

CC286 $13.50 Each

Square End Bullfloats (w/ threaded bracket)

  48" x 8" $106.50 Knucklehead      CC294 $59.75

  60" x 8" $129.07 CC296 $66.50          EZ-TILT II

Cast Magnesium Bull Float w/ Half Corrugated

and Half Smooth Face

CC340

40"x7-1/4" $169.23        ORBITER

     CC270-$63.00

Laminated Canvas Resin Bullfloat

w/ EZ-Tilt II bracket

CC785 48" x 7" $197.00

    1-3/4" Threaded Handles Blue Steel Pool Trowels
CC236 6' $22.75 CF297BPF 24" x 5"* $36.25

CF297 24 x 5" $34.00

CF295BPF 20" x 5"* $33.25

       1-3/4" Snap Handles CF295 20 x 5 $30.50

CC289 6' $20.50 CF724 10 x 3"* $25.00

CC293 8' $27.00         Carbon Steel Pool Trowel

Finishing Trowels          w/ long shank & ProForm Handle

w/ ProForm Handle CF446 14" x 4" $29.00

PL407 8" x 3" $23.75 CF447 16" x 4" $30.75

CF211 12" x 3" $27.50 CF448 18" x 4" $32.50

CF221 16" x 3" $31.00

CF222 16" x 4" $31.50 Margin Trowel
CF226 18" x 3" $33.75 GG432      5"x 2" $13.00

Carbon Steel Finishing Trowel GG431      5"x1.5" $12.50

CF288 20" x 5"*            $35.50

CF288BPF 20" x 5"       $38.00

CF342 24" x 5"* $40.50         Canvas Resin Float

* Denotes ProForm Handle CF504 14" x 3.5" $21.00

CF501 16" x 3.5" $24.00

Magnesium Floats
w/ ProForm Handle

CF064 16" x 3-1/8" $24.75         Fresno Trowel w/ bracket

CF020 20" x 3-1/4" $27.25        2-hole composite bracket for threaded handles

CC820 24" x 5" $48.25

      Mahogany Wood Floats CC821 30" x 5" $52.50

HC160 14" x 3-1/2"   $6.50 CC822 36" x 5"     $57.00

HC161 12" x 3-1/2"  $7.00

        Funny Trowel w/ bracket

CC624 24" x 5"  $39.17
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Edgers, Groovers, Step Tools, and Joint Tools
        Hand Edgers Edger with Adjustable Groover
6" x 3" Blue Steel $5.75 (RIGHT)

6" x 4" Blue Steel $6.50 1/2" Radius Edger with 1" Deep Groover 

6" x 6" Blue Steel $7.75 CF603 $32.75

Bronze Groovers Stainless Steel Edger w/ fixed groover
6" x 4" Groovers: 9" spacing w/ 3" shiner, 1/2" radius, 5/8" deep bit

Large Bit (1/2"D 3/8"W) $31.50 CF656 $26.50 each (right)

Big Bit (3/4"D 7/8"W) $38.50

Narrow Bit (3/4"D 3/8"W) $36.00

Deep Bit (1"D 1/2"W) $39.50

Big Tex (5/8"W 5/8"D) $37.50

             Step Tools  Bullhorn Jointer

CF591 Outside Step Tool 1/2" Radius Excellent touchup tool for rounded

$10.75 patterns such as Random Stone.

CF586 Inside Step Tool 1/2" Radius RO5042-1/2 $10.50 each

10.75  (Above) 

 Stainless Steel Walking Tools

CC035 8" x 8" Walking Edger w/ ½" Radius $43.35 each

Deco V-Jointer

CC037 10" x 10" Walking Edger w/ ½" Radius $50.55 each Versatile touch up tool for narrow

and wide straight joints on patterns

like Ashler Slate

CC026 8" x 8" Walking Groover w/ ½" Radius $57.75 each CC112 $12.50 each

CC029 10"x10" Walking Groover w/ ½"Radius $65.00 each

Fluted Rub Bricks

CC188 48" Finishing Broom  $43.75 ea CC192 36" Horsehair Broom $68.00 6" x 3" x 1" w/ handle

CC166 36" Finishing Broom  $27.50 ea. CC194 36" Horsehair Broom $59.75 CF283 20 GRIT 13.75

CC165 24" Finishing Brush $16.25 ea. CC187 24" Horsehair Broom $42.85 CF282 60 GRIT 13.75

CC169 12" Finishing Brush $10.75 ea. CC269 12" Poly/Horsehair Brush$17.50

CC169 12" Poly Brush $10.75

12" Wide Big Blue Steel Floats

CC748 12" x 3' $88.75

CC750 12" x 4' $118.00 CC944

Lightweight Aluminum Spreader-$25.00

Buckeye Straightedge w/ Level

CC891 4' $61.50 PL264 14" x 14" Magnesium Hawk

CC892 5' $71.25 $36.06

CC893 6' $78.00

CC894 8' $90.00

SLPLC24 $8.98 each

SLPLC48 $13.11 each

SLPLC72 $19.18 each
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Professional Extruded Level ( 6 Vials )
SLHD24 24" Level Case 24" Heavy Duty Level $27.50 each

SLHD48 48" Level Case 48" Heavy Duty Level $28.27 each         36" Roller Tamp $223.25

SLHD72 72" Level Case 72" Heavy Duty Level $51.00 each

Unimixer (1/2")

Other Tools and Accessories DC365 30" - $23.50 each

DC363 16" - $15.50 each

KRAFT- GG338

LUFKIN TAPE MEASURE TITAN BLADE

$9.50 $9.95

      DUST MASK

      5 PACK-$4.59

Gloves and Boots
Brown Jersey Gloves $1.05 pair

Knit Gloves with Rubber Dots $1.05 pair Kraft Custom Name Stamp-CF400
Blue Rubber Palm Gloves $1.28 pair Leave a permanent impression in your

Leather/ Cotton Gloves $1.35 pair concrete with this bronze name stamp.

Latex Gloves $7.14 box Name Stamp with 2019 insert $175.00

Nitrile Gloves $14.37 box 2019 Insert only $170.00

TREDS Slush Boots (XS - XL) $48.50 pair Name Stamp w/o date insert $22.50

Yellow PVC Boot (9 - 15) $19.29 pair

Yellow PVC Boot (16-17) $19.29 pair *Ask SDI for paper to fill out*

9" Roller Covers

EZ-Kneeler Kneeboard   1/4" Nap $2.79

$17.12 3/8" Nap $3.19

  Heavy Duty 1/2" Nap $3.29

*Save the knees!   Trash Bags 3/4" Nap $3.89

  20 BAGS 1" Nap $4.19

32" x 52" @ 3 mil thick 1-1/4" Nap $4.69

                      LINZER HEAVY DUTY $10.65

            ADJUSTABLE ROLLER FRAME-$23.97 LINZER

HIGH DENSITY

NAP W/ FRAME

4"-$5.43

6"-$6.63

9" Roller Frame/3" Roller Frame

w/ threaded connection

9"-$4.25/3"-$2.15
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        Clear Polyethylene Sheeting
2 Mil(2000ft²)  6 Mil(2000ft²) 4 Mil (2000 ft²)

(20' x 100') (20' x 100') (20' x 100') 

$54.15 box 84.62/Box $62.14 box

    Stucco Tape (10' x 100') (10' x 100')

$9.58 Painters        Designer Tape       Exterior Rough $21.63 box $39.58 box

  Tape           3/8"-$6.20        Surface Tape

  2" x 180'           1/4"-$5.29 $10.71

$7.25 each           1/2"-$7.29

Linzer 14 in 1

         Duct Tape Universal Tool-$6.25

        2" x 60 Yards           5 Gallon Pail Opener-$2.29

          $4.95/ea           Linzer 2-Pack

          3" Naps-$2.45             PLUS MORE! 

             VISIT OUR 

           SHOWROOM!

  Caulks and Selants

RCS20-$2.42/ea or $29.04/Box 10.1 OZ

Acoustical sealant is most effectively used to seal out airborne sound in walls,

doors, ceilings, and floors. It is also used to dampen sound in wall systems and

 to fill cracks, joints, and cutouts that transmit noise.

 RCS20 applies easily without a primer. Clean up is simple with just soap and water.

 It’s paintable, too, so it can be blended into virtually any environment

Made of 100% silicone with a neutral cure, SCS2000 SilPruf sealant has the movement capability that

 complex designs require. It maintains its flexibility and strength, even after decades of exposure to

 weather and UV radiation. Air and water tight, it can protect window perimeters, punched openings,

 flashings, and other critical junctions. Plus, it has the elasticity to handle high-force winds and severe

impact.

SCS2000 SILPRUF-$6.94/ea or$166.56/bx (depending on color)

10.1 OZ

With its easy application and fast-cure rate, SCS2800 SilGlaze II sealant is an excellent candidate for

projects that require immediate handling—constructing and installing doors and windows, field glazing,

 or general-purpose sealing. It is highly resistant to UV radiation and extreme weather, and remains

 permanently flexible for a long service life.

( WAS 1800 Series) Now- SCS2800 SilGlaze II-$4.99/ea or $119.76/bx

10.1 OZ

SCS1000 Contractors 100% silicone is a one-part, sealant used for sealing and glazing, bedding and

 grouting tile, sealing countertops, fixtures, and drains, and more. The non-sag paste applies easily and

quickly attains weather-resistant properties. It won’t crack, separate, or dry out, even after years of

exposure.

SCS1000-$4.65/ea or $111.60/Bx

10.1 OZ

Soudaseal AP (All Purpose) is a one part, high quality, gun grade, moisture curing, elastomeric

waterproofing and sealing SMX® sealant designed for general construction.

It has excellent bond strength to nearly all porous and non-porous substrates without the use of a primer.

Soudal AP-$5.19/Ea or $62.28/Bx (Prices vary with each color)

10.1 OZ

Soudaseal Self Leveling is a SMX® sealant designed to offer superior adhesion to concrete as well as a

 wide variety of substrates with a smooth finish, which allows installation without tooling.

Soudal SL- $16.30/ea or $195.60/Bx 

Quart Tubes (29 OZ)
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                                 Diamond Blades and Polishing Pads
                                                (Other tools available by special order - Please Call)

Segmented Blades       Beast Economy Blades           Specialty Tools
4" $14.00 4" Segmented Blade $8.82 4" x 1/4" Tuck Point $36.00

7" $20.55 4" Turbo Blade $8.82 4" V-Shape Crack Chaser $77.00

12" cured $86.67 12" General Purpose Blade $45.33 4" Economy Cup Wheel $58.00

12" green $124.27 14" General Purpose Blade $47.64 4" Premium Cup Wheel $88.00

14" green $129.33 7" x 1/4" Tuck Point $136.18

7" Economy Cup Wheel $72.00

7" Premium Cup Wheel $122.00

        Turbo Blades
4"-8 Segment-$33.00

4"-14 Segment-$44.00

7"-12 Segment-$55.00

7"-24 Segment-$75.00

      Wet Polishing Pads - Resin Bonded, Velcro Backed

                 BACK UP PADS     Grits available : 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1500, 3000         HONEY COMB PADS

        4"           5"        4"-$7.85/ea (any grit)      5"-8.85/ea  (any grit)       Grits- 50,100,200,400,800

$25.00

        Each

$20.00 $25.67

              Dustie Dustless Shroud Dustie 18" Hose-$20.40              Dustie XP's

    4"-5" Shroud       7"-9" Shroud               4"-5"                  7"-9"

39.99/ea $133.41

44.99/ea $146.56 
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Roadware
Section

Roadware MatchCrete™ Clear (MCC) is a two component aliphatic polyurethane for repairing cracks,

spalls, and joints in concrete subject to UV exposure from sunlight. This material is clear in appearance

 when applied and cured. Colored sand and pigments may be added to create color stable repairs that

match most any decorative style or shade of concrete surface. MCC will not significantly change color

with exposure to sunlight over time. Use for repairing floor imperfections prior to concrete polishing or

 repairing damaged polished concrete. Comes in 50 ml/600 ml kits 50 ML-$15.00

600 ML-$67.50

Roadware 10 Minute Concrete Mender™ is a two-part polyurethane that penetrates deep into concrete

to make permanent repairs. Nearly thin as water at less than 9cps, Concrete Mender™ actually injects

Itself into the matrix of the concrete and shores up the existing concrete as well as making the repair.

Concrete Mender™ eliminates the bond-line as it Micro dowels into the concrete. We call it

Micro Dowling™. Comes in 50 ml/600 ml kits 50 ML-$15.00

And 2 Gal kit 600 ML-$65.40

2 Gal kit-$340.77

50ML (25×25) dual cartridge application tool for all Roadware 50ML cartridges. Use for precise

 application of Roadware 50ML Cartridges with or without needle tip static mixers.

$37.00/each

1006-15 24 Element Static Mixer with 15 gauge needle tip for Roadware 10 Minute Concrete Mender

600ML cartridge.

For 50 Ml AND 600 Ml Kits-$6.55/each

1036 Square Static Mixer 24 Element for MatchCrete Clear and Flexible Cement II

$3.76/each

1005 24-element Static Mixer for 600ML Roadware 10 Minute Concrete Mender products. This is the

standard mixer for all Concrete Mender products.

1105 Flow Controller for Roadware Concrete Mender 600 ML Cartridge

$.78/each

Estes' Colored Quartz Sand is great for matching the color of your concrete cracks or joints.

For use with our roadware matchcrete epoxy line. Simply fill joints or cracks with the roadware

 2 part epoxy, than take a few pinches of quartz sand and sprinkle into joints/cracks until

desire is fulfilled to match color, than smooth out with trowel.

Comes in 50 lb bags and also sell by the POUND

Quartz is made of SILICA DIOXIDE 50 LB bag-$35.00

By the LB-$1.00
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     Buddy Rhodes Concrete Products

Buddy Rhodes Mix $46.00/EA Craftman's Mix- $53.35

One 70 pound bag will yield 4.5 square feet

at 1½" thick.

Get into the mix with this unique countertop mix.

This is the only mix that will allow you to achieve The Craftsman Mix is a preblended concrete mix that can be used to create

the marble-like,veined finish. Cast in place or precast, integral or  concrete countertops, concrete planters, architectural concrete elements,

ndermount sinks,drains, built-in trivets. This mix can do it all! concrete sculptures, and so on.

Ultrafine Pigment ( 1 lb. )

One color pack is designed for use

with one bag of mix.

Most Colors:  $14.00

Slate:            $21.50

Sky:              $28.00

 Penetrating Sealer         Satin Sealer

 For a semi-gloss look          For a natural look

   (75 ft² per quart)          (100 ft² per quart)

Quart-$41           1 Quart-$41.00                   EPO-SHIELD

Bone Paste "Plus" Beeswax           Gloss-(1 gal)-$48.00

Bone white Paste used to fill voids for the Helps protect from stains and enhances the color.           Satin-(1 gal)-$35.00

veined look.  Pigment may be added to Used for regular maintenance of the countertop. Non-Yellowing Water-Based Sealer

achieve many colors. Coverage: 250-400 ft² per gallon-$51.50 CS Unitec Mixer
2 variable speed mixer

$35.64 (8 lb.) (Includes unit, paddle, tools 

and case): $346.35

Replacement Paddle:$39.69

 

Left To Right: SLATE,ASH,

MUSHROOM,COAL,BONE

EARTH,SKY,WINE,STRAW,

MOSS,SMOKE,WHEAT,

UNIVERSE,CHOCOLATE,SAND
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Wet Hand Polisher Kit

The Color-Pack is pre-measured bag of integral pigment $229.00

 meant for use with our White Countertop Mix.

$6.95/Each

Vibra-Blade is the ultimate tool for vibrating the concrete along the edge forms to remove nearly all

trapped air which causes unwanted "bug holes" in the countertop edge.
$10.00/ea

"Z" Gem Pad

This kit includes three diamond pads, #60, #150, #300 and one foam block.

$59.99/Ea

FG50 is an alkali resistent fiberglass mesh for reinforcing concrete products.

**Used with the "Z Clips"**

50'x2' per roll (100 Sq Ft) $54.99/Ea

Z Clips are used to hold FG50 alkali resistant fiber glass reinforcing securely

 at the appropriate height for cast-in-place

 concrete countertops using Z Counterforms. $24.99/Ea

Includes inside and outside corner, cutting guides. Edge Experts hold all edge profiles firmly in the correct position while mitering.

** Will NOT work with EURO forms or COMMERICAL forms**

$39.99/Ea

One reusable silicone faucet knockout that will create a 1-3/8" hole which will work with most standard faucets.

$13.00/Ea

$26.00/Pair

High quality, professional grade power mixer great for mixing concrete, mortar, grout, plaster, etc.

$199.99/Single Paddle

$229.00/Double Paddle
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         "Z" Sealers
               SOME OF OUR SEALERS FOR COUNTERTOP'S

Aqua-Thane M35: A water-based polyurethane that forms an impermeable topical shell to offer some of

the best stain protection and scratch resistance. Is applied in thin coats with a roller and WILL NOT

darken or "wet out" the concrete. Has a low luster matte to satin finish.

Part A and B (KIT)-$49.00

     Coverage- 50 to 75 Sq Ft @ 2 coats

Z SiAcryl 14: Easy to apply penetrating sealer. Satin finish. Will NOT alter color of concrete or leave

residue on concrete surface. Z Countershine Polish can be added to increase gloss. Only sealer

 recommended for outdoor countertops.
$39.00/Each

Coverage-1 qt. (946ml) per bottle.Will cover approximately 75-100 sq ft @ 3-4 coats

Z Aqua-Poxy: 2 part, easy to apply epoxy sealer. Semi-gloss finish. Will slightly enhance coloring of

countertop without darkening. Put on multiple coats to build up thick epoxy look.

Part A and B (KIT)-$79.00

Coverage-75 to 100 Sq Ft @ 2-3 coats

Aqua-Thane G40: A water-based polyurethane that forms an impermeable topical shell to offer some 

of the best stain protection and scratch resistance. Is applied in thin coats with a roller and WILL 

darken the concrete. Has a gloss finish.
Part A and B (KIT)-$54.00

       Coverage-50-75 Sq Ft @ 2 coats

Trowel-Slick is a ready to use surface lubricant which allows for easier concrete finishing. For veteran

finishers it allows for great finishing with far less labor. For novices it allows you to finish like a pro. 
Trowel-Slick is ideal for concrete countertop finishing.

$19.00/Each

     COVERAGE: Approximately 50 - 75 sq. ft. per quart.

Counter-Shine adds an additional layer of protection and gloss. Z Counter-Shine can be applied in layers

which will intensify the gloss with each additional application. To be used over SiAcryl 14 or similar

penetrating sealers ONLY (Will not work with Ultra SI). Safe for outdoor use and 100% countertop safe.

$39.00/Each

      1 qt. (946ml) per bottle. Will cover approximately 200-250 sq. ft. @ 1 coat

Z Counterform Countertop Mix is a pre-blended, all in one, high strength castable concrete mix designed

for the creation of concrete countertops. It offers the very best blend of white sand and marble

 aggregates, white Portland cement and proprietary admixtures to ensure no curling, shrinking or

deformation. The use of a specialized acrylic fiber network and the high flexural strength greatly limits

the chance of cracking. This highly flowable, near self-leveling mix makes Z Counterform Countertop Mix

the perfect choice for both your precast and cast-in-place designs and can be cast as thin as 7/8" for

countertop applications.

COVERAGE: 0.43 cubic ft. per bag - 3 sq. ft. @ 1-5/8” (Standard Z Counterform) - 1.9 sq. ft. @ 2-5/8” $29.00/Bag

(Commerical Z Counterform) - 5.1 sq. ft. @ 1” (Euro Z Counterform) - 2.5 sq. ft. @ 2”

EUROFORM-1/2 BOX-$155.00/FULL BOX-$209.00       "Z"POOL FORMS &

SINK FORM-$29.99/ EACH  COUNTERTOP FORMS
SQUARE EDGE-$24.87/EA-FULL BOX-$198.96

FULL BULLNOSE-$21.87/EA-FULL BOX-$174.96

COMMERCIAL FORM-$27.37/EA-FULL BX-$218.96  PRICES ARE  LEFT  TO  RIGHT 
BENDABLE SQUARE FORM-$39.99 FOR EACH ITEM PICTURED BELOW 

HALF BULLNOSE-$24.87/EA-FULL BOX-$198.96 AND CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

QUARTER BULLNOSE-$24.87/EA-FULL BX-$198.96
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FORMS ARE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE….
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              PRICES ARE LEFT TO RIGHT

FANCY EDGE-$24.87/EA-FULL BOX-$198.96

DOUBLE FANCY-$24.87/EA-FULL BOX-$198.96

OGEE-$24.87/EA-FULL BOX-$198.96

MODERN EDGE- CURRENTLY OUT OF STOCK

                  LOOK DOWN BELOW!

               POOL LINERS WE SELL

BURMUDA POOL LINER-(8-8'/ 64 SF TOTAL)

$689.00

CHISELED STONE-(8-8' PIECES/64 SF FT) 

$719.00

CHISELED SLATE POOL LINER

(8-8' PIECES/64 SQ FT

$719.00
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Easily and safely remove concrete from your tools and equipment with Mean Klean concrete 

dissolver and mortar dissolver. The advanced liquid formula dissolves and physically breaks down 

dried concrete by attacking the Portland cement, eventually reducing it to mush that’s easy to clean 

off with a hose or pressure washer. Mean Klean is the green, non-fuming, eco-friendly alternative to 

harsh acid cleaner. $45.00 PER GALLON

NewLook Endura Solid Stain is a contractor grade, single component concrete stain that is highly 

durable and easy to use. Use Endura Solid Stain to stain concrete, restore faded concrete or 

maintain concrete. Endura Solid Stain is affordable while being premium in quality & performance. 

The product is contractor grade and compatible with NewLook’s extensive line of products.

1 gallon covers approximately 250 square feet per coat (2 coats for solid coverage) $23.33/QT-$72.15/GAL

Semi-Transparent Concrete Enhancer 1 gallon covers approximately 300-400 square feet per coat

Endura Enhancer refreshes your worn, stamped or smooth concrete to give it a two-toned finish. 

Endura Semi-Transparent Enhancer works similar to both the Designer Series Enhancer and

Translucent Enhancer but it comes ready to use as a single component concrete stain.

Endura Semi-Transparent Enhancer is less opaque than Endura Solid Stain. Endura Semi-

Transparent Enhancer can be used to create a layer effect by either putting them on top of each 

other, on top of Endura Solid Stain or as multiple layers on top of bare concrete.

Endura Enhancer™ is a very versatile stain that can be used for both exterior and interior concrete. 

Endura Enhancer™ provides a tough, durable stain for applications such as patios, driveways, 

basements, walkways, pavers, blocks and stucco walls.     $64.00 PER GALLON

       Endura Translucent Enhancer 1 gallon covers approximately 300-400 square feet per coat

Got worn, faded exposed aggregate? Endura Enhancer Translucent concrete stain is the best

 solution on the market for restoring exposed aggregate! The water-based, translucent formula 

creates a vibrant, yet natural-looking color tint that refreshes the exposed aggregate surface while

 still allowing the aggregate tones to show through the translucent tint.

Tip: Use a darker Enhancer color over a lighter base color to create color contrast when antiquing

 stamped concrete.     $64.00 PER GALLON

     SmartSeal WB (Water Based Sealer) COVERAGE-300 TO 500 PER GALLON

The water-based formula is used to protect all NewLook concrete stains, properly prepared concrete

 floors, pool decks and other concrete and masonry surfaces.     $39.71 PER GALLON

SmartSeal WB dries quickly and, once cured, creates an abrasion-resistant film that provides 

weatherproof protection against sun, rain, most acids, industrial chemicals, oil and grease. 

SmartSeal WB complies with all environmental regulations (VOC < 100 g/L). 250 to 400 sq. ft. per gallon – Unsealed Surfaces

SmartSeal AU-25™ is a water-based, nano-acrylic-urethane, 25% solids sealer. 400 to 600 sq. ft. per gal-Stained/Sealed Surface

 SmartSeal AU-25 is designed for use over NewLook SmartColor™ and

other NewLook concrete color stains, properly prepared concrete floors, pool decks, and other new or

old concrete and masonry surfaces. SmartSeal AU25 is breathable, VOC<20 g/l, will not blush or yellow

and dries quickly to a satin or gloss finish. It has strong abrasion and chemical resistance, good

hot/wet tire pickup resistance, and will resist discoloration from dirt and most common spills. The sealer

will enhance the color of the substrate when

applied in two coats and is formulated for exterior and interior use. SmartSeal AU-25 covers well over

substrates previously treated with latex coatings

and acid stains. Great for surfaces that require a higher-end, yet cost-effective finish and holds up very

well to traffic such as retail stores, restaurant floors,

industrial floors, garages, etc. Also performs very well over decorative concrete including stained and

stamped concrete , overlays, natural/manufactured

stone, concrete counter tops, pavers and exposed aggregate.              $51.03 PER GALLON/$255.19 PER 5 GALLON
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               B12Q-$27.62                    B12S20-$55.57                  R6BQ-$10.47

             B26T600-$96.34                       B12-$23.10                      B1-$6.58

                  SPATULA'S

258-3S (3"x5/8")-$5.98/EA

258-3TPS (3"x3/8")-$7.34/EA

258-4S (4"x3/4")-$7.28/EA

258-4TPS (4"x7/16")-$7.45/EA

258-5S (5"X13/16")-$8.06/EA

     DL-45-T17 (1-1/2 PINT)-$74.68 258-5TPS (5"x13/16")-$7.92/EA      DL-59-T17 (1 QUART)-$74.30

258-6S (6"x1")-$10.36/EA

258-8S (8"x1-1/4")-$11.66

258-10S (10"x1-1/2")-$18.08

  PLUS ACCESSORIES FOR BULK

   GUNS INCLUDING PLUNGERS, BACKERROD INSERTION TOOL-$46.46

        SPRINGS, RODS,ETC..
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The large footprint of the Shoe-In Texture Shoe displaces body weight and provides a 

decorative texture allowing for early stamping. Simply step your shoe in and you are ready to

go.

BUTTERFIELD TEXTURED SHOE (CHISELED SLATE)- FITS BOOT SIZE 9-11-$98.46

BUTTERFIELD TEXTURED SHOES (COARSE STONE)-FITS BOOT SIZE 9-11-$98.46

   BUTTERFIELD TEXTURED SHOE (BLUESTONE)-FITS BOOT SIZE 9-11-$98.46
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PROLINE EDGE LINERS
Proline's Edge Liners are flexible, reusable liners that transfer a texture to edges, corners and risers of

 cast in place steps, counter tops, pool copings and wall caps. Proline's Edgeliners are made of high

 quality & lightweight polyurethane for extreme durability resulting in a variety of lifelike natural stone 

textures. Proline also offers them in a variety of profiles and textures. Unique to the industry, Proline's 

Edge Liners are designed to FIT FORM LUMBER. Here are some that we sell!

HAMMERED EDGE YOSEMITE- 2"x8'-$80.00/EACH

HAMMERED EDGE DENALI-2"x8'-$80.00/EACH

ROMAN SLATE SMOOTH BULL NOSE-2"x8'-$70/EACH

AND ALSO 5.5"x8'-$150/EACH

ROMAN SLATE HAMMERED EDGE-2"x8'-$80.00

DENALI BULLNOSE-2"x8'-$80.00

YUKON FLAT (BLUE)-3.50"x8'-$110.00

"BIG" DENALI HAMMERED EDGE-7.50"x8'-$200.00/EACH
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Standard Backer Rod is an ideal non-absorbent compressible material inserted into a joint to control

 sealant depth. It creates a backstop to allow for proper sealant tooling. Backer Rod is commonly used in

 glazing operations, window and door applications, expansion joints, curtain wall joints, partitions, log 

construction, pavement joints and repair, and precast units and copings among many other job 

applications.

Standard Backer Rod is an extruded round, closed cell, low-density polyethylene foam material with a

skin-like outer texture.  It is highly flexible and compressible for easy installation; however, it is important

 to make sure that one does not puncture, stretch, or overly compress Backer Rod.

    SIZES FOR STANDARD CELL- 

4"- 54' IN BOX - $85.63 1.25"- 400' IN BOX - $62.02 7/8" - 850' IN BOX - $60.95

3"- 102' IN BOX - $94.80 1" - 600' IN BOX - $54.17 5/8" - 1550' IN BOX (2 SPOOLS OF 775')-$60.81

2.50" - 162' IN BOX - $110.23 3/4" - 1100' IN BOX (2 SPOOLS 550' EA) - $59.27 3/8" - 2100' IN BOX - $38.02

2" - 252' IN BOX - $88.92 1/2" - 2500' IN BOX (2 SPOOLS 1250')-$61.11 PLEASE NOTE: 

1.50"- 420' IN BOX - $86.80 1/4" - 4000' IN BOX - $52.43 WE ALSO SELL BY THE FOOT AS WELL!

Soft Backer Rod is a soft, gray, pliable, non-gassing backup material inserted into an expansion or 

contraction joint to: control sealant depth, create a backstop to allow for proper sealant tooling,

ensure sealant adhesion to joint surfaces only, and, yield a proper bond break between backup material and sealant.

Soft Backer Rod is particularly well suited for specialty applications where standard backer rods are not

 appropriate. Soft Backer Rod is ideal in irregular joint applications where self leveling, flowable sealants 

are employed. Soft Backer Rod is also recommended for use with sealants where bubbling concerns are 

critical. It is compatible with all known cold applied sealants including butyl, polysulfide, acrylic, 

polyurethane, and silicone.

          SIZES FOR SOFT CELL- 

3/8"- 2100' IN BOX - $59.34 2" - 228' IN BOX - $119.85 PLEASE  NOTE:

5/8" - 1550' ON BOX - $70.57 2-1/2" - 144' IN BOX - $120.48 WE ALSO SELL BY THE FOOT AS WELL!

7/8" - 850' IN BOX - $71.39 3" - 102' IN BOX - $127.25

1-1/8" - 500' IN BOX - $65.05 4" - 48' IN BOX - $144.47 Soft Cell Backer Rod 

1-1/2" - 396' IN BOX - $97.84

SOFT BACKER ROD

Stock Sizes 

Available 

Rod 

Diameter: 

Shipping 

Format 
Feet/Carton Metric Size Meters/Carton 

*3/8” 1 Spool 2100 9mm 640

 5/8” 2 Spools 1550 15mm 472

7/8” 1 Spool 850 22mm 259

1 1/8” 1 Spool 500 29mm 152

1 ½” 6’ Lengths 396 38mm 121

2” 6’ Lengths 228 50mm 70

2 ½” 6’ Lengths 144 63mm 44

WE ALSO SELL OPEN CELL! PLEASE CALL 3” 6’ Lengths 102 76mm 31

FOR SIZES WE CARRY AND ALSO PRICING! 4” 6’ Lengths 48 101mm 15

CLOSED

SOFT
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 Directions to SDI: 1100 Taylor's Lane,Cinniaminson,NJ,08077 (UNIT # 4)

From Philadelphia: Follow Route 95 North (From Central Phila.) to the Betsy Ross Bridge.

In New Jersey take exit for Route 130 North      Est Travel Time- 28 Mins

Follow Route 130 North for approx. 3 miles

Prepare to make a left turn using the jughandle (after Harvest Diner) at the light marked Taylor's Lane

Sealant Depot is one mile down on the right hand side at 1100 Taylor's Lane

From NJ Turnpike: Exit Turnpike on exit #4 for Route 73 North Est travel Time- 33 Mins

Follow Route 73 North for Approx. 4-5 miles

Exit onto Route 130 North (Continue from 3rd line of directions above)

From A.C. Expwy: Follow Atlantic City Expressway Northwest toward Philadelphia

Atlantic City Expressway becomes Route 42 North

Exit 42 North onto 295 North Est Travel Time- 50 Mins

Follow 295 North to exit #36 B for Route 73 North

Follow Route 73 North for Approx. 4-5 miles

Exit onto Route 130 North (Continue from 3rd line of directions above from Phila.)

Unit #4
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SEALANT DEPOT’S PREMIUM LINE & NEW ARRIVALS 

Deco Guard is a non-yellowing, LOW SHEEN, THE GLOSS VERSION,

 Siloxane Modified Methyl Methacrylate with HIGH SHEEN/WET LOOK

 a low viscosity for better penetration on

 concrete substrates. Deco Guard’s unique

 Siloxane Modified Methyl Methacrylate formulation

 provides superior water and salt resistance compared

 to standard sealers used to protect exterior concrete.

 Improved resistance to deicing road salts, pool decks

 with salt water pool systems, rain, sleet and snow are

 achieved due to our advanced chemical reactive formula.

 Deco Guard also meets cure & seal specs 

ASTM C-309, Type 1, Class A & B, AASHTO Spec M-148,

 Type 1, Class A & B so it can be applied directly to

 freshly poured concrete!

        SGM Polymeric Paver Sand is designed to

         fill joints between pavers, including:   PRICES COVERAGE RATES:

         concrete pavers, brick pavers, travertine

         and stone pavers. DECO-GUARD: 1 GALLON-$42.95 200-300 SQ FT

         This product is made from a calibrated       5 GALLON-$164.95 700-800 SQ FT

         sand mixture combined with DECO-GUARD(+): 1 GALLON-$48.95 200-300 SQ FT

         proprietary additives and polymer that            5 GALLON-$192.95 700-800 SQ FT

          when exposed to moisture bind Deco Guard/Deco Guard +: is recommended

         and lock together and resist many of the  for use on new or existing Pool Decks,

         common problems traditionally  Stamped Concrete, Stenciled Concrete,

         associated to common paver sand.  Acid Stained Concrete, Overlaid Concrete and MORE!

ENHANCER-SHIELD SB: ENHANCER-SHIELD WB:

1 GALLON-$42.25/100-300 SQ FT 1 GALLON-$54.95/100-300 SQ FT

5 GALLON-$180.22/500-800 SQ FT 5 GALLON-$245.95/500-800 SQ FT

ENHANCES COLOR, NO GLOSS/ ENHANCES COLOR, NO GLOSS/

SHEEN FACTOR. MAKING IT A SHEEN FACTOR. MAKING IT A

GREAT CHOICE FOR NON-SLIP GREAT CHOICE FOR NON-SLIP

AREA'S! AREA'S!

  SPRAYED   SPRAYED

       OR        OR

   ROLLED    ROLLED

ENHANCER SHIELD SB is an active solvent-based    ENHANCER SHIELD WB is an active water-based silicone 

 silicone water repellent and impregnating agent    water repellent and impregnating agent for porous 

 for porous masonry surfaces such as concrete,    masonry surfaces such as concrete. block. brick,

 block. brick, and unglazed tile. CLEAR application    and unglazed tile, CLEAR application that enhances

 that enhances colored and stained concrete.    colored and stained concrete. decorative stones, pavers

 decorative stones, pavers and cementitous overlays    and cementitous overlays with no film build!

 with no film build!    ENHANCER SHIELD WB penetrates and chemically bonds

   deep within the substrate to provide lasting protection

   against deterioration or staining due to water conditions.
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Magnolia Brush Manufacturers Ltd. core capabilities are

 centered in the design and manufacturing of quality brooms

 and brushes for the professional tradesman. Our broom

 and brush products are designed with a purpose,

 constructed for performance and focused around

 staple set brush technologies.

      NYLON BROOMS HORSEHAIR BROOMS

578-8" NYLON- $8.58

190-HH-12" FINISH BROOM 

$12.00

2124-N-24" NYLON

$18.10

3324-N-24" NYLON 

FINISH BROOM-$35 2912-12" HH FLOAT

WITH HANDLE-$22.48

2136-N-36" NYLON-$28.00

2124-24" HH

   POLY BROOMS $35.00

   190-P-12" POLY-

$9.50 2924-24" HH

FLR BROOM

$37.50

522-P-12" POLY

WITH PRO HANDLE 2936-36" HH

$17.45 FLR BROOM

$60.66

                   2124-P-24" POLY-$15.95
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3x2-$117.60 + Tax 3x2-$83.08 + Tax

4x2-$173.33 + Tax 4x2-$110.77 + Tax

5x2-$191.67 + Tax 5x2-$138.46 + Tax

Surface Mount shown below comes Cast-In Place Shown Below 

in- 3x2,4x2 and 5x2 Comes In- 3x2,4x2 and 5x2

Mostly

Stock

Brick Red

In The Sizes

We Stock

Other Colors

will have to

be ordered

  We Stock BRICK RED

M-1 is a moisture cure, multi-purpose structural adhesive/                 ADA Radius Cast in Place Replaceable

                  sealant designed for bonding and

         sealing a wide range of construction materials.                           Top  truncated dome tile-

               M-1 forms a tough elastic waterproof seal

                      Brick Red ( 33.25" before cut )

                 * Comes in Brick Red-$101.54/Ea + Tax
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 BAGS COME IN SMALL AND LARGE SIZES,

           READY TO TAKE ON ANY JOB!

ColorFlo SG Granular- Pigment is unlike any other on the market. This innovative method

creates a pigment with easy flowability, tighter particle size tolerances, reduced dust formation, 

and color development that meets or exceeds that of any competing granular pigment in both 

wet and dry slump conditions.

GRANULAR DISPENSING-

ColorSelect and QuickColor granular systems accurately and efficiently dispense SG Granular pigment.

Solomon Colors has granular dispensers for any Ready Mix, Precast, and Paver and Block application.

Create thousands of colors from just 4 primary colors.
               COMES IN THE SAME GREAT COLORS

           YOU'VE COME TO LOVE, NOW IN POWDER!
        115- Yellow ,413- Light Red ,417-Dark Red ,920-Black

                 1%-$23.95/YARD + TAX

                 2%-$45.31/YARD + TAX

                 3%-$67.31/YARD + TAX

                 4%-$87.92/YARD + TAX

      CONVENIENTLY THE SAME PRICE AS LIQUID COLOR PRICES!

     *PLEASE REFER TO SOLOMON COLOR CHART FOR COLORS!*
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